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Diversity and the Media  
Thursday, February 1  

• All in the Family – influence of media on bigotry and selective perception, viewers high 
in prejudice and viewers low in prejudice tended to perceive racial and ethnic humor 
according to their preexisting attitudes 

• Media does NOT cause racism à media will reinforce prejudice that already exists  
• Cultivation Theory and the Media Culture of Violence: applying race, class, and 

gender 
* what is the effect of that media on society at large 
* impact on our social reality 
* may resonate more with one person than the other 

• How we construct our social reality:  
 - Mainstreaming (certain attitudes, perceptions) 
 - Social Categories (are you a part of a social category?) 
 - Resonance (does it resonate with you?) 

• “Mean World Syndrome” which only applies to violence – they may perceive the world 
to be a meaner and scarier place than it actually is, despite their real-world experience 

• Double dose affect – the similarity between their real world lives and their media world 
resonates more profoundly 

• The more time we spend with media, the more likely media images and messages shape 
or “cultivate” our real-world view – that is, we construct a mainstream view of social 
reality that aligns with the media reality to which we expose ourselves 

• Cultural Imperialism – exporting items into other countries; the United States is the 
largest cultural imperialist  

• Reflection Hypothesis and Symbolic Annihilation:  
* when the hegemonic power structure decides to green-light a particular show 
* reinforces what is going on in society that is dominant at that time 
* explains why/explains the content of symbolic annihilation  
* explains why the power structure made the decision that it did à always for PROFIT 
Media Content  
 - Reflects dominant ideologies/social values  
 - Reinforces/maintains status quo 
Media Industry and Hegemony  
 - Old “boys” network 
 - Patriarchal system 
Profit Motive 
 - Profit vs. social responsibility (it’s all about money)  
 - Main purpose of media = $$$, builds audiences to make money 
Target Audience 
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  anchor/reporter attributes, speed and timeliness, above “the fold” vs.  
  below “the fold,” how your brain directs your eye to read the paper 
 - Saliences (significance and importance) 
  Cues communicate salience, focus attention on an issue 
  Prominence a media gatekeeper chooses to give an issues determines: 
   - which issue will receive attention 
   - how much attention 
   - how little the attention 
   - the nature of attention 
 - Attributes 
  Status-conferral function à to a person, place, object, trend, it’s how you  
  describe it or frame it 
  Stereotyping à creating an image (for ex:  
 - Time lag  

• Audience and Agenda Setting 
 - Need for orientation 
 - Information/interest needs of audience 
 - Access and diversity differences 

• Agenda Setting Differences 
 - Age vs. gender 
 - Gender vs. race/ethnicity 

• TV vs. Newspapers vs. Internet 
 - Short-term (television) vs. long-term effect (newspapers) 
 - Spotlighting (television spot lights an event) vs. detailed (newspaper detail)  
 - Time lag 

• Media Literacy vs. News Literacy 
 Media Literacy – the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, and create messages 
 communicated in all media forms 

• Free Speech – is integral to democracy, freedom to say whatever you want within 
boundaries of law à do not have to tell the truth 

• Free Press – free expression within journalism framework of ethics and values, 
professional codes of conduct 

• Fourth Estate and Fifth Estate 
 Fourth estate: mainstream media (journalists) 
 Fifth estate: alternative to mainstream media (what’s happening online)  

• Fact-check:  
 - Vet URLS: native advertising 
 - Look for visual cues 
 - Follow the links à original source 
 - Check dateline and location 
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 kids 
  * Exposure to violence led to aggressive violence  
 - All in the Family 
  * Viewers high in prejudice and viewers low in prejudice tended to   
 perceive racial and ethnic humor according to their pre-existing attitudes 
  * Prejudiced viewers identified more with Archie 
 - Theories  
  Cultivation Analysis 
   * The more time we spend with media, the more likely media   
  images and messages shape, or “cultivate” our real-world view à    
 that is, we construct a mainstream view of social reality that aligns    
 with the media reality to which we expose ourselves 
   * How we construct our social reality:  
    - Mainstreaming (certain attitudes, perceptions) 
    - Social Categories (are you a part of a social category?) 
    - Resonance (does it resonate with you?) 
  Reflection Hypothesis and Symbolic Annihilation  
   * explains why the power structure made the decision that it did à  
  always for PROFIT 
  Creeping Cycle of Desensitization 
    
  Media Literacy Core Concepts  
    
  Agenda Setting 
    
  Social Cognitive   
    
 - What is ethnic media? How do we define it? 
  Ethnic media – a term that is still sometimes debated. Some will argue that  
 for ethnic media to truly be considered ethnic media, it must be both   
 produced/owned by and targeted at a particular ethnic community à BUT  
 it does NOT have to be owned 
 - The Bill of Rights 
  The First Amendment – freedom of religion, speech, and press 
 - The history of who printed the Dec of Independence  
 - The Ethnic Newspapers  
  1833 – New York Sun à daily newspaper, considered more serious 
  1808 – El Misisipi à earliest known Spanish-language in U.S. 
  1827 – Freedom’s Journal à first black newspaper in NY  
  1828 – Cherokee Phoenix à first Native American newspaper 


